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We could not be happier with the service we got 

with Pioneer Family Pools. Jeremy was beyond 

patient and professional, it was nice to have all 

our questions were answered by phone or email 

without a long wait time!! Ryan over looked the 

whole project from start to finish and was amazing!! 

Everyone that took part (gas and electric company) 

were all so great!!! No problems at all. It’s a nice 

change dealing with professionals!

Jenny, Pioneer Family Pools Burlington

WHY CHOOSE US?
In 1965, when Pioneer Family Pools began, we knew our 

commitment to serving customers would go beyond the 

installation of a swimming pool. More than five decades in the 

leisure industry has provided us with unparalleled knowledge 

and a broader understanding of customer expectations and 

desires. We are continually improving our product line up while 

embracing new and innovative ways to serve you better. 
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Landscape Lighting
Creates A Warm,

Inviting Ambiance 
To Your Outdoor 

Retreat
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CHEYENNE CRYSTAL
WATER DEPTH CHART

Always dependable. Chris is amazing!  He takes 

care of everything for you. Our onground pool 

is our favourite hangout!

Sandra Johnston

From the trendy, white fencing, to the  
modern Kidney Driftwood Pool topped off 
with a full Cheyenne Crystal Liner, This slick 
and sophisticated backyard oasis is one for 
the record books. The thorough planning and 
design that went into creating this outdoor 
refuge are absolutely impressive, and it was 
certainly well worth it.

The Cardwell family selected a Modern Kidney 
Shaped Pool to enhance their outdoor space. 
The Cardwell family enjoys lounging in, and 
around, with the added ambiance of their 
Double LED Lighting system for ambiance and 
calming nighttime energy to their outdoor 
oasis.

THE CARDWELL’S
PARADISE GETAWAY

Every detail of the Cardwell property is spectacular!
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THE RUSSEL’S SPOT 
FOR FUN IN THE SUN

From the moment you walk into the 
backyard and step onto the two tone 
stone walkway that seamlessly blends into 
the stone retaining wall, to the perfectly 
executed wood deck that surrounds the 
remainder of the pool, you can feel your 
stress and anxiety melt away.

After stepping into the revitalizing waters 
of this onground pool you’ll find it difficult 
to leave thanks to the ample 14’ x 22’ size 
and the brilliant blue colour of the White 
Beach Pebble Liner. Just steps away from 
the pool the wood deck provides ample 

space to relax in the sun or enjoy a delicious 
meal with friends as you make use of the 
ample patio seating. The poolside pergola 
provides the perfect amount of cover to dry 
off after a dip in the pool and get lost in your 
favourite novel. 

‘Pool party’ has a whole new meaning when 
you’re near this retreat thanks to some 
inspiring landscaping work from our friends 
at Huntington General Inc. who helped to 
create a backyard oasis fit for both fun and 
relaxation.

The Russell’s have created their own personal oasis with the  
modern Emerald II Onground Pool that serves as the focal  

point for this retreat. 

THERMOPLASTIC
STEP

WHITE BEACH PEBBLE LINER 
WATER DEPTH CHART

Our experience was first rate. From conception to  

implementation to completion, Greg and his team were 

professional, diligent and meticulous. All members were 

attuned to our design parameters, attentive to our 

questions and concerns, and respectful of our inclusion 

in all aspects of the construction process. They were 

true to their timeline, product and price. We would 

highly recommend!

J’Nan Leach
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NATURAL ROCK  
WATERFALL

THE HORNE’S
BACKYARD RETREAT

Guests of the Horne family enjoying soaking 
in the modern Emerald Shaped Onground 
Pool, while listening to the soothing sounds of 
the Rock Waterfall, and looking out at the  
expansive Horne property. One of our  
favourite features of the Horne backyard is 
it’s warm, neutral, colour palette that makes 
you feel that you are in a natural oasis!

The combination of the rocky landscaping, 
Rock Waterfall and sleek, modern, decking 
blend to create a truly timeless backyard 
style. The Full Reef Liner compliments the 
neutral, grey decking perfectly and gives the 
water it’s inviting bright, teal colour.
 

Welcome to the Horne’s 15’ x 29’ backyard paradise! 

REEF LINER
WATER DEPTH CHART

1’ DEPTH

3’ DEPTH

8’ DEPTH

THERMOPLASTIC
STEP

On time and an amazing job. Customer service 

is amazing, Tony and Fahim are super friendly 

and knowledgeable Individuals. Been going to 

them for about 4 years, they have a customer 

for life. Keep doing what you’re doing it works!

Lui Elia
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THE FEDE’S RELAXING
BACKYARD RETREAT

As the main feature bringing focus to their 
backyard, the vibrant Coral Liner does well to 
emphasize the various blue accents in their 
surroundings. Sit back and relax in the teal 
chaise lounges featured directly in view of 
the pool itself, or enjoy a nice glass of wine in 
the dining area over the floral blue rug! 

Placed perfectly in the center of their  
backyard, the Onground Pool serves as the 
primary focal point from any angle. With  
every nook being in clear view of the pool, 
the water can be enjoyed by dipping your 
toes, swimming laps, or simply admiring  
from the distance. 

The Thermoplastic Steps provide a safe and 
easy four-step walkway right into refreshing 
waters, making a fun day in the sun merely a 
splash away!

This fully enclosed pool area allows you to 
focus on the important things, like family fun 
and get togethers with friends. Whether it’s a  
hot, sizzling summer day; or a cool quiet evening.  
The Fede’s backyard retreat provides the 
perfect spot to enjoy the outdoors.

CORAL LINER
WATER DEPTH CHART

THERMOPLASTIC
STEPS

1’ DEPTH

3’ DEPTH

8’ DEPTH

The Fede’s 17’ x 28’ Kidney Shaped Pool 
Is Big, Bold & Beautiful!

•  2
018 AWARD WINNER  •

•  2018 AWARD WINNER  •

Twain is fantastic to work with, and is a honest & professional. 

He came out to our house and helped us plan our pool vision.  

He was always available when we had a question or concern.  

The young man who came for our pool orientation was amazing. 

He explained everything and was super friendly. The staff at this 

store are very friendly and knowledgeable. I have been getting 

the water tested regularly and each time I go in, the experience 

has been positive. Thank you Twain for your  

help with our pool and deck build!

Evan Cosentino
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Installing a pool is an exciting time. From start to 
splash, we have decades of experience helping  
families get the backyard of their dreams.

WISH LIST

A CABANA WOULD BE
A GREAT GATHERING

PLACE!

 
MUST-HAVES LIST

LINER PICK! SUCH A 
RELAXING BLUE HUE -  
YOU CAN’T HELP BUT  

JUMP IN!

WISH LIST

A SPOT TO SOAK UP  
THE SUN & READ  
A GOOD BOOK!

FROM START TO  SP LASH

START WITH 
YOUR MUST 
HAVES & 
YOUR WISH 
LIST
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15’ x 25’15’ x 29’17’ x 30’ 19’x 35’

4.5’ 5’ 3’

FLOOR OPTIONS

13’ x 24’14’ x 22’16’ x 32’

4.5’ 5’ 3’

  17’ x 28’20’ x 30’20’ x 36’

4.5’ 5’ 3’

     
26’

     
18’

             
20’

                        
15’

4.5’ 

Emerald Emerald II Kidney Octagonal

FLOOR OPTIONS FLOOR OPTIONS FLOOR OPTION

SELECT YOUR SHAPE,  
SIZE & FLOOR OPTION

|   Designed to be partially submerged in the ground, these versatile pools 
pair perfectly with different types of decking and are an ideal option for 
backyards with considerable grades. Create your backyard oasis with one 
of these four great shapes that offer a variety of sizes and floor options.
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THE POWER BEHIND YOUR POOL

Whether you choose a Chlorine or Salt sanitation 
system, our Versa Plumb System is up to the task, 
reducing hydraulic resistance by up to 50% versus 
other equipment pads. This innovative system 
allows for up to a 1/2 HP smaller pump to achieve 
the same flow, resulting in greater energy savings 
by using 50% less plumbing pipes and fittings.

|   The Versa Plumb  
Pool System

 1

2

3

5

4
User interface options

1. JXi™ GAS HEATER (OPTION)
The JXi heater sets a new standard in pool heating 
technology with its ultra-compact size, high 
efficiency, and user-friendly digital control panel.

2. NATURE2 VISIONPRO SYSTEM
By combining patented Nature2 mineral 
technology with an automatic chlorine tab feeder, 
the water is noticeably cleaner, clearer, and softer. 
Nature2 is a natural supplement to chlorine. It 
helps maximize chlorine efficiency, while reducing 
the unpleasant effects of excessive chemical use.

3. CS CARTRIDGE FILTER
The CS Cartridge Filter is constructed with durable, 
corrosion resistant, heavy duty polymeric 
materials for long standing performance.

4. AQUALINK Z4
This convenient device delivers complete pool  
automation from pumps and filters to water  
features and more!

5. FLOPRO™ PUMP
Fitted with an ergonomic cam-lock lid for easy 
alignment and strainer basket cleaning. Energy 
efficient while uncompromising it’s power to  
re-circulate the pool water.

CHOOSE YOUR 
EQUIPMENT
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GREY GRANITE

BLUE GRANITE

WHITE
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Our form-fitted winter cover snaps into your performance 
coping with ease, securing the entire circumference of your 
pool. There is no contact with the deck surface, so staining is 
impossible. The non-porous cover keeps your water sparkling 
all winter long. Your pool looks like a pool should all year long!

Our vinyl lock-in winter covers are made right here in Canada, 
come with a 5-year warranty (1-year full warranty, 4-year  
pro-rated warranty) and are custom made to fit.

BLUE GREY TAN GREEN

Keep your family, friends, and pets safe this winter with a Safety Cover. Our Mesh 
cover is the easiest, safest, and most economical choice over time. It makes closing 
your pool a breeze by providing 95% shade to reduce algae growth from Winter to 
Spring. Our covers are made with the highest abrasion resistance and tear strength 
in their class and come with a 15-year warranty. Manufactured with lightweight, 
mesh material that’s available in 4 colours and can be custom made to fit any size 
or shape pool with just about any feature including raised walls, water falls, diving 
boards, stairs, and rails. The simple anchoring system allows you take your cover on 
or off with ease using the included installation bar.

1. TRUCLEAR SALT WATER SANITIZER
The ultimate swimming experience without 
the hassle. Using ordinary salt that is added 
to the pool water, this cell generates pure 
sanitizer  
year-round. 

2. VERSAFLO INTEGRATED BYPASS
The JXi™ with VersaFlo is the first and only 
swimming pool heater that automatically 
directs the flow of water through the heat 
exchanger when heat is needed and around the 
heater when heating is not needed — allowing 
you to save money on your electricity bill. 

3. JANDY HEAT PUMP
This heat pump simply takes heat from the air 
and transfers it to the water, which makes the 
heating process clean, efficient, ecologically 
safe, and most of all, cost effective.

4. ROBOTIC POOL CLEANER
The 7240 Sport features cyclonic vacuum 
technology, lightweight handling, and an 
easy clean filter canister. This energy-efficient 
cleaner navigates floors and climbs walls for 
full pool coverage.

 1

3

4

2

|   Add Style & Security With A Safety Cover

|   Lock,In Winter Cover

Whether you choose a Chlorine or Salt sanitation 
system, our Versa Plumb System is up to the 
task, reducing hydraulic resistance by up to 50% 
versus other equipment pads. This innovative 
system allows for up to a 1/2 HP smaller pump 
to achieve the same flow, resulting in greater 
energy savings by using 50% less plumbing pipes 
and fittings.

|   Our Pool Options 
Are Endless

|   Choose Your  
Step Colour
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BEACH PEBBLE 
WHITE

From free-flowing sheer descents to 
nature’s jump rocks, elegant lighting, and 
much more; there’s always a unique way 
to take your beautiful backyard oasis to 
the next level.

AUGUSTA WITH
REFLECTIONS AVALINO

INDIGO MARBLE
WITH BLUE
GRANITEREEF

FIRE
BOWL

SHEER
DESCENT

Our incredible selection of pool liners is one 
of the largest in the industry and feature and  
captivating designs that fit with any backyard  
oasis. Our liners are made using virgin vinyl  
material to provide the most durable product 
and come equipped with warranties of up to  
25 years to provide you peace of mind.

Before you begin the search for the right liner 
you should take a few factors into consideration. 
How much sunlight does your pool get? Is your 
pool shaded by trees or other obstructions? 
Do you tend to swim at day or at night? How 
deep is your pool? All these factors can change 
the colour of your pool water, and can help you 
decide on the colour and pattern of your liner. 

Our online Water Colour Selector can help 
you visualize how different liner colours 
react differently when water is added. 

CHOOSE 
YOUR LINER

DEEP 
BLUEDARK 

BLUE

DARK 
TEAL

MEDIUM 
BLUE

AQUA

LIGHT 
BLUE

|   What Colour Pool Water 
Are You Looking For?

|   Add Elegance & 
Beauty With A  
Water Feature & 
Lighting
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Pool Wall Structures
Your Dealer guarantees that the entire wall and 
supporting structure of all Onground Pools are free  
from manufacturing defects and will perform 
satisfactorily for as long as the original purchaser 
owns the pool.

Onground Pool Coping
Your Dealer guarantees that the coping on all 
Onground Pools are free from manufacturing 
defects and will perform satisfactorily for as long as 
the original purchaser owns the pool.

Pool Liners
Our liners are guaranteed to be free from original 
defects in workmanship and materials, and not to 
separate at the seams for as long as the original 
purchaser owns the pool. Should an original defect 
or seam separation occur, your Dealer will rectify the 
problem at their own cost, or offer a replacement liner  
in accordance with the following cost sharing schedule:

Extended Equipment 
Warranty,

Your Dealer extends the terms of Jandy’s original 
equipment warranty of 1 year by an additional  
2 years to cover the costs of materials and labour 
incurred in the repair of such equipment, with a 
$200 deductible payable by the pool owner in the 
4th and 5th calendar years. (Heater is excluded 
from year 4 and 5).

General
These guarantees are in lieu of all expressed or 
implied. No representative or other person is 
authorized or permitted to make guarantees or 
to assume liability not strictly in accordance with 
the terms as shown on the Guarantee Certificate. 
This warranty is contingent on full payment of 
the original purchase price being made by the 
purchaser.

All guarantees or warranties are void if pool 
equipment is abused or if proper maintenance, 
installation and winterizing procedures are not 
followed or if the proper chemical care of the pool 
water is not maintained.  All warranty claims must 
be submitted to your Dealer’s Office, and must be 
accompanied by a duly executed original copy of 
the Pool Sale Agreement.

Transferrable
This guarantee is transferable by the original 
purchaser to one only subsequent purchaser of the 
property on which the pool is installed for a transfer 
fee of $750 (+ HST) which must be paid to the 

Dealer within 30 days of the transfer of title of said 
property. Dealer retains the right to inspect each 
pool before the transfer of said warranty.

THE BEST WARRANTY IN THE BUSINESS

YEAR NO. AFTER 
PURCHASE DATE

DEALER’S REPLACEMENT LINER 
COST SHARE

Year 1 & 2 100%

Year 3 & 4 75%

Years 5 - 7 40%

Years 8 - 10 25%

10+ Years 15%

In addition, for pools installed by your Dealer, the liner warranty 
covers 100% compensation for loss of chemicals and labour,  
for the first 2 years only.

*  This warranty extension pertains only to a pool equipment system that consists solely of Jandy products.

STRENGTH
10-gauge wall joiners and a 9 bolt 
fastening system give strength 
unsurpassed in the industry.

HASSLE-FREE
14-gauge, Stake-Loc wall  
construction is what makes our 
Onground Pools the most  
corrosion proof of their kind.

SUPPORT & STABILITY
To guarantee unparalleled support  
and stability, we use 10-gauge  
buttress supports and 3/4” x 12” 
anchoring rods.

ENDURANCE
Our Stake-Loc fastening system 
protects against rust and corrosion 
by ensuring that the galvanized coating 
remains intact for years to come.

How Our Stake-Loc System Works

* Images are for representation only.

INSTALL 
PLUMBING

POOL 
BACKFILLED LINER

INSTALLED
POOL 
FILLED

INSTALLATION
COMPLETE

HUNDREDS
OF AWARDS

1000’S OF
POOLS INSTALLED

COUNTLESS 
HAPPY FAMILIES

THE BEST IN POOL
CONSTRUCTION

Our open lines of communication, from purchase to installation, makes for a 
reliable, comfortable process. With a no-hassle sales approach and hands-free 
installation experience, we make diving into a pool easy and efficient.

|   For Over 55+ Years, Our Greatest Success  
Has Been Providing Our Customers With 
The Highest Quality Products & Services!

EXCAVATION WALLS PLACED
& LEVELLED

STAKE OUT  
POOL SHAPE
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When designing your ideal outdoor retreat we like to start by asking what your 
ultimate vision is. Do you like to eat meals outside? Do you entertain often? If so, how 
much seating would be reasonable to accommodate your guests? These questions 
help us paint a picture of your needs to ensure you get the set or piece you need to 
complete your space.

Once we know your vision things get a lot 
easier! We offer a wide variety of sets that suit 
almost every style. The next thing to consider 
is the size of the space and how much room 
you want surrounding the set. Choose from 
sets that include the various pieces you’ll need 
to complete the space, or consider a modular 
sectional that allows you to customize your 
space and achieve the perfect fit.

If you’re looking for deep seating options other 
than sectionals, we offer bistro sets, sets for 
smaller spaces, or even picking your favourite 
item from a piece in one of our collections.
 
Considering a dining option? Our wide variety 
of collections allow you to find the set you 
want, or mix and match between various 
collections as all of our dining sets are priced 
separately!

DON’T FORGET THE EXTRAS! ADD A FIRE PIT  
TO WARM UP COOL NIGHTS

|   Choosing Your Set

|   Make Sure You Get The Set You 
Want! Order Early & We’ll Deliver 
It When Your Pool Is Ready!

CHOOSING PATIO FURNITURE
FOR YOUR RETREAT

When it comes to colour, we like to ask whether 
you’re looking to match a certain colour theme or 
if you’re starting from scratch. If you have existing 
colours in your yard it helps eliminate/highlight 
options right away. We offer a great custom 
cushion program that lets you colour match almost 
any of the sets we carry.

Take a few pictures of your space and have a few 
colour and set options in mind to help you narrow 
down what you’re looking for. You can easily 
contact us in store or online using our ‘Let’s Talk 
Backyards’ button that will put you in touch with 
one of our backyard planning experts! 

FEATURED: BAHAMAS COLLECTION 

COSSETTE
DINING COLLECTION

|     Shade The Hot  
Afternoon Sun 
With An Umbrella, 
Gazebo Or Pergola

|     Choose 
Your  
Colour

VISSCHER PALMERA 
 PERGOLA

SUNBEAM EDGE
FIRE TABLE

HAMPTON FIRE TABLE
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Our line-up of HotSpring® hot tubs offers the seating, jet count, comfort, and style you 
need to take your backyard retreat from good to incredible. Enjoy signature HotSpring 

features on select models like the Fresh Water Salt System that makes maintenance 
easy, and keeps your water cleaner, softer, and more natural, or the revolutionary 

Connextion system that allows you to monitor and control your hot tub from anywhere.

A hot tub is the solution for a cozy and comfortable way to gather and connect 
that your family and friends will enjoy. The best part about family time in the 
hot tub is that it forces everyone to unplug, if even for 20 minutes, and actually 
interact in person. Get back your opportunity to learn about each others days, 
play a card game with Waterproof Playing Cards, or just enjoy each other’s 
company. 

For less than the cost of an average vacation, you can have a backyard oasis to 
enjoy with your loved ones every day for years to come. 

CREATE YOUR OWN
BACKYARD OASIS

Every Day Made Better  | 
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If you’re looking for a hot tub that provides comfort, style, and performance, then a 
Caldera Spa is definitely for you. These hot tubs offer unparalleled features including 
Freshwater salt water care system that maintains your water with ease, and the 
Circuit Therapy jets that provides each of your major muscle groups with a satisfying 
massage. With seating options from 2-8, you’re sure to find the perfect fit for you.

|     Transform Tension Into 
Rejuvenation

1. FIGHT COLDS WHILE YOU RELAX
Hydrotherapy has been shown to increase blood 
flow of white blood cells helping to strengthen the
immune system. Hot tubs can also help alleviate 
congestion by clearing your nasal passage from 
the steam created from the constant heat.

2. ALLEVIATE ARTHRITIS PAIN
The soothing warmth provided by a soak in 
the hot tub allows Arthritis sufferers relief 
from soreness and discomfort. The buoyancy 
of the water helps to ease joint pain caused 
by the absence of cartilage in the joint.

3. ENJOY MUSCLE RELAXATION
Hot tubs reduce muscle soreness with targeted 
hydrotherapy jets that pinpoint stress points to 
provide maximum relief.

EUPHORIA FOOT 
MASSAGE JETS

ANGLED 
CALF JETS

ECSTASEAT WITH
NECK JET SYSTEM

|     Come To Life



VAUGHAN
7979 Weston Rd. 
Bldg B Unit 1
905-851-2393

WOODSTOCK
840 Parkinson Rd.
519-539-5210

At Pioneer Family Pools we pride ourselves on being the experts that can make your 
backyard dreams a reality. With numerous locations across Southern Ontario we’re able to 
provide the best sales, installation, and service to the largest geographical region possible. 

To begin your backyard transformation, visit us in-store or online at 
pioneerfamilypools.ca

NEWMARKET
17915 Leslie St.
905-836-9636

SUDBURY
1099 Falconbridge Rd.
705-566-1552

OAKVILLE
1020 S. Service Rd. 
905-844-7490

MARKHAM
71 Cochrane Dr.
905-946-8008

TORONTO
416-291-8403

BRAMPTON
20 Wilkinson Rd.  
905-791-0677

BRANTFORD
143 Lynden Rd.  
519-770-4422

BURLINGTON
4265 Fairview Rd.  
905-637-5201

FAIRVIEW ST

BARRIE
42 Anne St. S. 
705-726-4606

BELLEVILLE
223 Cannifton Rd. N.  
613-962-2415

KITCHENER
1176 Victoria St. N.
519-578-5010

HAMILTON
1160 Rymal Rd. 
905-388-6233

STELLAR DR

LONDON
1985 Blue Heron Dr.
519-657-5210

HERIT A GE  DR

CHATHAM
350 Riverview Rd.  
519-354-9142

KINGSTON
1157 Midland Ave
613-389-4747


